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Abstract: Acute health care environments can be stressful settings with clinicians experiencing
deleterious effects of burnout and compassion fatigue affecting their mental health. Subsequently,
the quality of patient care and outcomes may be threatened if clinicians experience burnout or
compassion fatigue. Therefore, the aim of this descriptive, cross-sectional study was to evaluate
the prevalence of burnout and compassion fatigue among burn clinicians in Israel. Fifty-five clinicians from Burns, Plastics and Reconstruction Surgery and Intensive Care completed four validated
surveys to assess burnout (Maslach Burnout Inventory), depression (PRIME-MD), healthrelated quality of life (SF-8), and compassion fatigue (Professional Quality of Life version 5).
Burn clinicians were compared with Plastics and Reconstruction Surgery and Intensive Care
clinicians. This study identified a high prevalence of burnout (38.2%) among Intensive Care,
Plastics and Reconstruction and Burns clinicians, with Burns clinicians having a greatly increased
prevalence of burnout compared to Intensive Care clinicians (OR =24.3, P=0.017). Additional
factors contributing to compassion fatigue were those without children (P=0.016), divorced
(P=0.035), of a younger age (P=0.019), and a registered nurse (P=0.05). Burnout increased
clinicians’ risk of adverse professional and personal outcomes and correlated with less free time
(P,0.001), increased risk of experiencing work-home disputes (P=0.05), increased depression
(P=0.001) and decreased career satisfaction (P=0.01). Burnout was also associated with higher
physical (mean difference =3.8, P,0.001) and lower mental (mean difference =−3.5, P,0.001)
Quality of Life scores. Caring for burn survivors can lead to burnout, compassion fatigue, and
vicarious trauma. Identifying strategies to abate these issues is essential to ensure improved
clinicial environments and patient outcomes.
Keywords: burnout, compassion fatigue, professional quality of life scale, resilience, burns, health
personnel, emotional intelligence, psychological stress
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Occupational burnout remains a global phenomenon related to the quality of the
working environment, workload, relationships, and conflict.1 Subsequently, a growing
body of literature is emerging concerning clinicians’ quality of life (QoL) encompassing compassion fatigue and burnout in the field of trauma.2 Research suggests that
clinicians working in the health care professions are at greater risk of adverse psychological implications resulting from direct patient interactions.3 Repeated exposure
to traumatic injuries has the propensity to increase the risk of burnout, compassion
fatigue, and secondary traumatic stress in health care professionals.4 Consequently, the
concept of vicarious trauma has gained interest in professions related to the domain
of trauma.5 Within the health care setting, burnout in clinicians can be defined as a
psychological syndrome of emotional exhaustion, patient depersonalization, negative
views of patients, and diminished feelings of both personal and work accomplishments.6
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Subsequently, when emotional resources deplete, individuals are left feeling that they no longer have the capacity to
give of themselves6 with significant effects on health care
system cohesion.
Providing care and social support to people experiencing
traumatic events may be both rewarding and at the same time
stressful.7 Such stress from providing care has been coined as
“burden of care”.7 Continual exposure to demanding, stressful,
and traumatic encounters can result in a cost of caring, which
is known as “compassion fatigue”.8 Subsequently, health care
professionals who experience continual contact with trauma
patients are at risk of compassion fatigue.9 Given that health
professionals play a key role in the patients’ care trajectory, it is
critical to understand both the occupational and environmental
impact on clinicians’ psychological health and job satisfaction
as this will influence future retention and recruitment to areas
involving high trauma. While the literature concerning burnout
and compassion fatigue in health care is well documented,
these have not been extensively studied in the domain of burn
injury. Therefore, the aim of this descriptive, cross-sectional
study was to evaluate the prevalence of burnout and compassion fatigue among burn clinicians in Israel.

Methods
Study design and recruitment
The research was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Ethical approval was granted by the Hospital
Research Ethics Committee of Sheba Medical Center in Israel,
and informed consent was obtained from the individuals prior
to commencement of the study. Furthermore, it is reported
that the domain of traumatic stress has enhanced knowledge
concerning minimal risk, in particular distress, which suggests
emotional distress is infrequent in well-conducted studies concerning trauma.10 Subsequently, all participants were informed
that social support was available if they felt distressed or
anxious as a result of participation. Participants were provided with the study’s aims and objectives and informed
that participation was anonymous and on a voluntary basis.
The study population consisted of 60 clinicians from Burns,
Intensive Care, and Plastics and Reconstruction Surgery at
the Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer, Israel. All 60 clinicians consented to participate, a total of 57 (95%) returned the
questionnaire of which two incomplete questionnaires were
excluded, and hence 55 questionnaires were analyzed.

Questionnaire
Four survey tools were used to assess various domains:
burnout was measured using the Maslach Burnout Inventory
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(MBI), depression was assessed using the Primary Care
evaluation of Mental Disorders, QoL was assessed using the
SF-8 health survey, and compassion fatigue was assessed
using the Professional Quality of Life (ProQOL) measure.
Additional parameters, including demographics, practice
characteristics, career satisfaction, and work-family-home
conflicts, were collected via questions adapted from Shanafelt
et al.11 The questionnaires were provided at one time point
to the participants in a paper-based form and the anonymity
of participants was maintained.
The MBI, a validated measure for diagnosis of burnout,12
is a 22-item questionnaire that evaluates three subscales
of burnout: emotional exhaustion (EE), depersonalization
(DP), and personal accomplishment (PA). Each question
is graded on a 7-point Likert scale to calculate scores
for each of the three subscales. Scores for each subscale
were assessed for critical levels to determine proportion
of subjects at risk according to the Maslach scoring
guidelines.12 Cut-off points for high levels for EE and DP
were scores .27 and .10, respectively, and the cut-off
for low levels for PA was scores ,33. Since low scores
for PA are considered less important in detecting burnout
symptoms,13 burnout was defined as a high score on the DP
and/or EE subscales (EE score .27 and/or DP score .10, in
accordance with Shanafelt et al.11 Depression symptomology
was identified using the 2-item Primary Care Evaluation of
Mental Disorders (PRIME MD), a standardized depressionscreening tool.14
Mental and physical QoL were examined using the SF-8
Health Survey, a validated questionnaire assessing healthrelated QoL15 consisting of eight items encompassing general
and mental health, physical and social functioning, and role
limitations due to physical and emotional health problems,
bodily pain, energy, and fatigue.15
Additional standardized questions were developed from
previous surveys targeted to medical professionals in order
to evaluate personal and professional characteristics such
as career satisfaction, work-family-home stressors, and
demographic factors that may be possible risk factors for
developing burnout symptoms and compassion fatigue in
this cohort.16,17
Compassion fatigue was evaluated by the ProQOL version
5, a validated, 30-item questionnaire (ProQOL5).18 The ProQOL5 includes three subscales for the components of compassion fatigue: compassion satisfaction, burnout, and secondary
traumatic stress. The score range for each category is 5–50,
with low compassion satisfaction, high burnout, and high
secondary traumatic stress scores increasing the likelihood
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for compassion fatigue.19 Scores were stratified to low (22 or
lower), average (23–41), and high (42 or higher).

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS Version 17.0
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Incomplete questionnaires
were excluded from the analysis. Associations between
burnout and risk factors/adverse outcomes were compared
by two methods. First, univariate analysis was performed
using chi-square tests for categorical variables and Mann–
Whitney U-tests for continuous variables, with a nominal
decision level of P,0.05 modified by Bonferroni correction
for multiple comparisons. Multivariate analysis was then performed using logistic regression with forward selection, using
a decision level of P,0.05. The variables used in the model
for burnout were age, role, department, gender, relationship
status, child-rearing status, years in practice, weekly work
hours, and weekly night shifts. Multivariate analysis using
linear regression was conducted to assess the influence of
these variables on the three ProQOL subscales (compassion
satisfaction, burnout, and secondary traumatic stress), with
a decision level of P,0.05. Finally, associations between
burnout, personal, and professional characteristics were
compared using the same univariate methods as in the first
analysis. The variables used in the model for burnout impacts
were work-home-family conflicts, depression, mental and
physical QoL, impairment, and career satisfaction.

Results
Demographic and professional characteristics of the study
participants are summarized in Table 1. Of the respondents,
Table 1 Demographic and professional characteristics
Characteristic

Category

N (%) or
mean (SD)

Personal characteristics
Gender
Relationship status

No of participants
Female
Single
Married
Divorced
Yes

55 (100%)
32 (58.2%)
12 (21.8%)
37 (67.3%)
6 (10.9%)
37 (67.3%)

Burn unit
Plastics
ICU
Years in practice
Attending
Resident
RN
Weekly work hours
Weekly night shifts

19 (34.6%)
16 (29.0%)
20 (36.4%)
12.25 (9.44%)
13 (23.6%)
14 (25.4%)
28 (51.0%)
49.5 (15.3)
1.6 (1.2)

Children
Professional characteristics
Department

Experience
Role

Work hours
Night shifts

Abbreviations: RN, registered nurse; ICU, Intensive Care Unit.
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34.6% were from Burns, 29% from Plastics and Reconstruction, and 36.4% from the Intensive Care Unit (ICU). The
mean age of participants was 40.0 years of whom 58.1%
were female. The mean clinical practice experience was
12.2 years, working an average of 49.5 hours per week, with
an average of 1.6 night shifts per week. The marital status of
the participants revealed that 21.8% were single, 10.9% were
divorced, 67.3% were married, while 67.3% had children.
Table 2 presents frequency and percentages of participants demonstrating burnout (assessed by MBI) and compassion satisfaction (assessed by ProQOL5) including the three
Table 2 MBI burnout,a compassion fatigue, and other measured
characteristics
Characteristic
MBI
MBI burnout
Emotional exhaustion
Depersonalization
Personal achievement
ProQOL5 – compassion fatigue
Compassion satisfaction

Category

N (%) or
mean (SD)

Yes
Score
Highb
Score
Highb
Score
Highb

21 (38.2%)
24.3 (9.3)
19 (34.5%)
9.3 (2.4)
15 (27.3%)
34.9 (3.4)
16 (29.0%)

Score
Low
High
ProQOL5 burnout
Score
Low
High
Secondary traumatic stress
Score
Low
High
Depression, QoL, impairment, and career satisfaction
Depression
Yes
No
QoL
Mental score
Poor mental score
Physical score
Poor physical score
Work-home conflicts
Yes
Free time
Yes
Time for sports
Yes
Would you become a
Yes
medical caregiver again?
Would you choose a
Yes
surgical environment again?
Sleep deprivation
Hours of sleep
per night
Sleep deprivation
(hour ,6)

33.1 (8.4)
2 (3.7%)
14 (25.5%)
36.3 (7.2)
5 (9.1%)
15 (27.3%)
36.4 (5.9)
1 (1.8%)
13 (23.6%)
16 (29.1%)
39 (70.9%)
47.0 (3.1)
14 (25.5%)
46.3 (3.2)
16 (29.0%)
35 (63.7%)
38 (69.0%)
37 (67.3%)
46 (83.6%)
33 (60.0%)
5.73 (0.87)
24 (43.6%)

Notes: aMBI burnout where EE score .27 and/or DP score .10. bCut-off levels
EE .27, DP .10, PA ,33.
Abbreviations: EE, emotional exhaustion; DP, depersonalization; MBI, Maslach
Burnout Inventory; PA, personal accomplishment; ProQOL5, Professional Quality
of Life version 5; QoL, Quality of Life.
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sub-classifications for each measure, and other measures
of depression, QoL, and career satisfaction. MBI results
for burnout show 38.2% of study participants experienced
burnout, with 29% having low scores for PA, 27.3% exhibiting high DP, and 34.5% experiencing high EE. The mean
values for all three measures were within the normal range
but close to the clinically critical value in each case (EE =24.3
[6.0], DP =9.3 [2.4], PA =34.9 [3.4]). Burn clinicians demonstrated a higher prevalence of burnout (58%). ProQOL5
Compassion Fatigue results show only 3.7% of study participants experienced low compassion satisfaction, with 27.3%
having high scores for burnout, and 23.6% exhibiting high
secondary traumatic stress. Depression results show 29.1%
of respondents exhibiting depression. The mean scores for
the mental and physical QoL components were 47.0 and 46.3,
respectively, with 25.5% of participants demonstrating a poor
mental QoL and 29.0% of participants demonstrating a poor
physical QoL. Respondents reported an average of 5.7 hours
of sleep per night, with 43.6% experiencing ,6 hours of
sleep per night.
Table 3 presents risk factors (personal and professional) associated with burnout (as assessed by MBI)
from a univariate analysis, with correction for multiple
comparisons used in determining P-values, and the same
risk factors retained in multivariate logistic regression.
Characteristics with a high associated overall risk for burnout in the univariate analysis included not having children
(P,0.001), fewer years of practice (P,0.001), and younger
age (P,0.001). Odds ratios were determined for risk factors
in the multivariate analysis, demonstrating an increased
risk of burnout for burns clinicians compared to ICU clinicians (OR =24.3; P=0.017). Protective factors for burnout
were having children (OR =0.05; P=0.019) and older age
(OR =0.79; P=0.019). Other factors such as role, gender,
relationship status, years in practice, weekly work hours, and
weekly night shifts were not identified as having a significant
association with burnout.
Table 4 presents the risk factors associated with ProQOL5
Compassion Fatigue scores for burnout, compassion, and
secondary traumatic stress obtained from a multivariate
linear regression. Working as a burns clinician compared to
ICU was associated with significantly higher burnout score
(difference =8.1; P,0.001) and lower compassion satisfaction score (difference =−8; P=0.02), indicating increased
compassion fatigue, and higher secondary traumatic
stress score (difference =4.5; P=0.02), indicating higher
secondary traumatic stress. Additional significant factors
associated with higher secondary traumatic stress score
were working as a registered nurse (compared to Resident)
1536
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Table 3 Univariate and multivariate analyses of risk factors for
MBI burnouta
Factor

Univariate analysis
Role
RN
Attending
Resident
Department
ICU
Plastics
Burns
Gender
Male
Female
Relationship status
Single
Married
Divorced
Children
Yes
No
Years in practice
Age
Weekly work hours
Weekly night shifts

N

% MBI
burnout or
mean ± SD
(n=21)

% non-MBI
burnout or
mean ± SD
(n=34)

28
13
14

43
15
50

57
85
50

20
16
19

30
25
58

70
75
42

23
32

26
47

74
53

12
37
6

67
32
17

33
68
83

37
18
55
55
55
55

19
78
6±4.9
34.2±6.1
49.8±14.6
1.5±1.3

81
22
16.1±9.7
43.6±7.5
49.3±15.9
1.7±1.2

P-value

0.14

0.09

0.12
0.054

,0.001b
,0.001b
,0.001b
0.71
0.58

Multivariate analysis

OR (95% CI)

P-value

Plastics (compared to ICU)
Burns (compared to ICU)
Having children
Age

0.29 (0.03, 3.1)
24.3 (1.8, 330)
0.05 (0.004, 0.61)
0.79 (0.65, 0.96)

0.31
0.017b
0.019b
0.019b

Notes: aMBI Burnout where EE score .27 and/or DP score .10. bStatistically
significant after correction for multiple comparisons.
Abbreviations: EE, emotional exhaustion; DP, depersonalization; ICU, Intensive
Care Unit; RN, registered nurse.

(difference =4.2; P=0.05) and being divorced (compared to
single) (difference =6.5; P=0.035).
Table 5 presents associations between burnout (as measured by MBI) and QoL and Career Satisfaction measures.
Burnout was shown to be associated with the risk of adverse
Table 4 Significant associations of factors on ProQoL5 scores for
burnout, compassion, and secondary traumatic stress (multivariate
analysis)
Factor

Effect (95% CI)

ProQoL5 burnout score
Burns (compared to ICU)
8.1 (4.1, 12.1)
ProQoL5 Compassion score
−8.0 (−13.1, −2.9)
Burns (compared to ICU)
Having children
10.5 (4.8, 16.1)
ProQoL5 secondary traumatic stress score
RN (compared to Resident)
4.2 (0.009, 8.4)
Burns (compared to ICU)
4.5 (0.66, 8.4)
Divorced (compared to single)
6.5 (0.47, 12.4)
−5.3 (−9.6, −1)
Having children

P-value
,0.001
0.002
,0.001
0.05
0.02
0.035
0.016

Abbreviations: ICU, Intensive Care Unit; ProQOL5, Professional Quality of Life
version 5; RN, registered nurse.
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Table 5 Burnout associations on quality of life and career
satisfaction measures (univariate analysis)
Factor

N Burnout
Non-burnout P-value
(n=21), % or (n=34), % or
mean ± SD mean ± SD

Free time
Time for sport
Work-home conflicts
Depression
Would you become a
medical caregiver again?
Would you choose a
surgical environment again?
Daily hours of sleep
Physical score
Mental score

38
18
35
16
46

16%
39%
29%
75%
30%

84%
61%
71%
25%
70%

,0.001a
0.58
0.05
0.001a
0.011

33 24%

76%

0.01

5.8±1
44.8±2.7
48.3±2.9

0.37
,0.001a
,0.001a

5.6±0.7
48.6±2.3
44.8±2.1

Note: aStatistically significant after correction for multiple comparisons.

professional and personal outcomes, with statistically
significant relationships being less free time (P,0.001) and
increased depression (P=0.001). Burnout was also associated
with higher QoL mental health problem score (P,0.001)
and lower QoL mental problem health score (P,0.001).
Additional factors did not show significance after correction
for multiple comparisons: increased work-home conflicts
(P=0.05) and lower career satisfaction (medical career,
P=0.01, surgical environment P=0.01).

Discussion
Our study aimed to evaluate the prevalence of burnout and
compassion fatigue among burn clinicians in Israel using
four validated tools and also evaluate risk factors. The burns
environment speaks to a combination of constant exposure
to traumatic events and acute care challenges alongside
long-term complex wound care, requiring life-long rehabilitation. Subsequently, this may influence the prevalence of
burnout among burn clinicians. Furthermore, other studies
suggest that clinicians, who care for chronically or critically
ill patients, could be at risk of burnout compared to other
disciplines that encompass curable conditions with more
positive outcomes.20
There have been several studies that have investigated
burnout and compassion fatigue in the domain of burns
trauma.2,21–30 Our findings demonstrate a high prevalence
of burnout (38.2%) among clinicians from burns, ICU, and
plastics and reconstruction. The increased burnout prevalence among burn clinicians was high at 58%, with these
clinicians having a greatly increased prevalence of burnout
compared to ICU clinicians identified in the multivariate
analysis (OR =24.3, P=0.017). ICU burnout rates were also
higher than plastics and reconstruction rates, although this
Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment 2017:13

difference was not identified as statistically significant in
this study.
Burn care clinicians demonstrated higher scores for both
EE and DP but lower scores for PA than overall. Sahraian
et al26 who also evaluated burnout rates in nursing staff across
disciplines including burns, psychiatry, surgery, and internal
medicine found similar proportions of burnout overall (25%)
with increased rates for burns nurses (28.9%). Burns nurses
had a significantly higher PA score (36.2%) but had lower
scores for DP (4.4%) and higher EE scores (26.1%) compared
to the overall results.26 These results are generally consistent
with our study; however, we found a greatly increased risk
for burns clinicians compared to ICU, of whom the majority
were nurses, and higher values for DP in our study.
Multivariate analysis revealed that increased age
(OR =0.05, P=0.019) was an independent protective factor
for burnout and having children (OR =0.79, P=0.019) was
also protective but with a lesser effect. This concurs with
Shanafelt et al11 who found that having children and increased
age were associated with a lower risk of burnout. Having
children seems to place clinicians at a decreased risk for
both burnout and compassion fatigue as children may serve
as a source of emotional support and distraction from workrelated stressors. The multivariate analysis did not identify
years in practice as a significant factor, whereas the univariate
analysis did, due to the correlation between age and years
in practice. Younger age, which usually correlates with less
professional experience, increases work-related stress which
may account for the observed EE and DP.
Burn clinicians not only identified as having a higher risk
of burnout but also exhibited clinically significantly lower
levels of mental QoL and clinically significantly higher
levels of physical QoL. Furthermore, 43.6% of clinicians
received ,6 hours of sleep per night and therefore could be
classified as sleep deprived.31–33 This finding can be explained
by the high prevalence of depression identified in burn care
clinicians experiencing burnout alongside their young age,
as younger clinicians tend to have higher physical QoL
compared to older clinicians, with younger clinicians being
more prone to developing burnout and compassion fatigue
symptoms. The lack of compensation and coping mechanisms in younger, more inexperienced, clinicians leads to
increased vulnerability to job demands compared to older,
more experienced, clinicians who are more resilient.34
Our study found that burnout may impact career satisfaction and PA, factors that may possibly lead to cost of caring
among burn care professionals. These results are supported by
previous studies in similar clinical care settings demonstrating the need to further reduce the potential for burnout.11,35
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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The possible relationship between clinicians’ burnout and
cost of caring has important implications for multilevel
efforts to prevent and treat burnout, to minimize errors, and
to improve standards of care.33 These findings demonstrate
the importance of promoting well-being and a supportive
workplace environment among medical clinicians in order to
seek help when needed, while also recognizing burnout and
its impact personally and professionally. Identifying burnout
and its implications is often difficult because of its varied
manifestations in addition to the clinicians’ tendency to suppress and deny any suggestion of a problem. Clinicians seem
more reluctant to seek help than do other professionals,36,37
mostly because of concerns about confidentiality.38 Shanafelt
et al39 suggest that this attitude is widespread within the surgical specialties. Nevertheless, professional support, coupled
with workplace interventions including reduced working
hours, has been demonstrated to reduce physician burnout
and attrition.40
Identification of burnout is essential not only for healthcare professionals’ QoL, but also because well-being of
patients may be at stake. Importantly, once identified and
treated, clinicians are able to return to a meaningful career
and family and personal life.41 Such efforts may lend themselves to improved occupational fulfillment and a sense of
well-being with a reduction in the prospect of clinicians
encountering stress and burnout.42 Importantly, burnout
remains a cross-cultural issue for health professionals.1,2
Additional risk factors for burnout, such as young age,
the lack of family supportive network (such as children and
spouse), and the effects of burnout and compassion fatigue on
QoL and career satisfaction, demonstrate the need for better
screening tools for burnout. In addition, these results suggest
a need for better suited support systems and networks as an
integral part of training and residency programs, with aims to
provide young, less experienced, clinicians with the support
needed to prevent the development of burnout symptoms and
compassion fatigue, especially in burn centers. As demonstrated in our study, a supportive network at home might
be crucial for handling the challenges faced by clinicians in
their daily routine. Frequent psychological interviews and
assessments can be used as both a screening tool and a tool
to reduce burnout symptoms. Since burnout rates are lower
in older, more experienced, clinicians, mentoring programs
and small group meetings dedicated to sharing stories and
handling stress may provide an additional support network
to prevent possible symptoms of burnout. Spickard et al43
state that clinicians should engender resilience and emotional
intelligence early in their training to ensure longevity of
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their career. Furthermore, instituting self-care practices that
accommodate the uncertainties of a changing health care
environment may affect the retention and recruitment of
health practitioners.23,30,44

Strengths and limitations
The analysis performed in this study used multiple logistic
and linear regressions in addition to the univariable analysis in
order to isolate the relationship between the exposure variable
and the outcome variable from the effects of confounding.
While the response rate was 95%, incomplete questionnaires
were noted, further reducing the pool of available data. This
study was conducted across three settings including Burns,
Plastic and Reconstructive surgery and ICU in a large tertiary teaching hospital. However, the results are limited by
the relatively small subgroup sample size, thus reducing the
statistical power of the study, in particular the multivariate
analysis, and the study was conducted in only one hospital,
limiting the generalizability to other settings and organizations. Furthermore, the clinicians surveyed only treated adults
and hence the results of this study may underrepresent burnout for pediatric settings. Subsequently, the experiences of
managing pediatric trauma may have a significant impact on
burnout and compassion fatigue. Therefore, a larger sample
size incorporating a multisite approach would offer a broader
scope and have demographic variables. This study utilized
a cross-sectional design and therefore limits the capacity
to determine the prevalence of burnout and compassion
fatigue longitudinally as perceptions would change over time
because of the individual and his or her workplace environment. Despite the limitations identified, this study provides
knowledge on vicarious trauma, burnout, and compassion
fatigue encountered within the burns setting.

Conclusion
The social environment of a workplace and the organizational
structure are particularly relevant contributing factors to burnout and compassion fatigue. Subsequently, the effects of burnout and compassion fatigue on QoL and career satisfaction
may lead to deterioration of the quality of care and worsening
patient outcomes. Therefore, understanding the unique needs
of this demographic group provides direction to facilitate
with staff retention and recruitment within the domain of
burns and trauma. Our study highlights the necessity for
burns and trauma clinicians to develop resilient behaviors
to endure the emotional trauma of treating those with severe
burns and traumatic injuries. Clinicians need to be mindful
of compassion fatigue and burnout among their colleagues,
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and the development of therapeutic alliances among peers
on the basis of respect, empathy, and compassion for others
can support a positive workforce environment and relations.
Providing assistance and effective interventions to protect
clinicians from the effects of compassion fatigue and burnout
is of prime importance. Psychosocial support could be implemented through means of debriefing sessions that are hosted
by appropriate clinicians (social workers, psychologists, or
psychiatrists). Furthermore, embedding a supportive workplace culture is a key factor in reducing the impact of burnout
among colleagues. This may assist with future recruitment
and retention of trauma clinicians. Subsequently, efforts to
better understand, prevent, and treat the symptoms of burnout
and compassion fatigue among burn clinicians are essential
for both their QoL and patients’ quality of care.
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